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Segmentation of colon lumen
(CT) is necessary for 3D virtual
procedure

inside the colon after colon-cleansing
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algorithm

of
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an adequate amount of contrast-
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This work aims to use contrast agents to enhance the
image intensity of the fluid and then apply computer algorithms

to segment

the fluid

from

approach should be applicable

the CT scans.

A similar

to segment the stool.

Meglumine

and

Diatrizoate

models the image-intensity
statistics
(FOV) as a mixture of Gaussian func-

and assumes a Markov

random

II. METHODS

to segment out

after the image intensity

Sodium, The algorithm
across the field-of-view

of Colon Lumen

tasks for the segmentation.

a computer

been enhanced by ingesting
ing

from computed tomography
colonoscopy.
Identifying the

is one of the major
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Abstract

residual fluid retained

in Segmentation
Colonoscopyl)

field

(MRF)

for the

Following
the colon-cleansing
procedure of optical
colonoscopy in which one gallon of Golytely solution is ingested by the patient during

the day prior to the study, 120 ml

solution of Diatrizoate
Meglumine
and Diatrizoate
Sodium
was mixed with the Golytely in order to enhance the fluid
density for CT scans. After the colon was inflated

by approx-

labels of the underline tissue distribution.
The model parameters of the mixture are fitted to the image data by the

imately

1000 cc air through

the rectum,

a CT scan was per-

formed

for the whole

in a helical

mode (1:1.7 pitch)

rnaximurn-likehood

estimator,

with

known attenuation

coefficients

In

the fitting,

of air (inside

the a priori

the colon),

soft

tissue (fat) and muscle are included as the initial estimate. As
iteration progresses, the initial estimate is tuned to fit into the
image data. The optimal number of tissue types is determined
by an information
criterion.
With the determined number of
tissue types and the fitted model parameters

of the mixture,

each image pixel is classified obeying the assumption
across the FOV.
abdomen

The algorithm

images.

The computing

was tested by acquired

Its performance

efficiency

of MRF

was very

was significantly

CT

encouraging,

improved

when

the histogram of the image data was used,

Colon and rectum cancer has been the second leading
of cancer deaths across this nation [10,12].
A costeffective and patient-comfortable
screening procedure
is

for massive colon

nology uses a computer
model reconstructed

technology,
screening

It has been shown that this technology

No noticeable

The

body

boundaries

detected by a computer

in the CT

program

side the body for image-segmentation
save a significant,
The histogram
histogram
coefficients

computing

time

of the body voxels

identifies
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is effective

166

of

This tech-

The parameter estimation

the

in imaging

stics, see Appendix:
(a) a single parametric
(attenuation
coefficient)
image, different from the multispectral
(Tl, T2
and proton density) magnetic resonance (MR) images; (b)
known attenuation coefficients of air, soft tissue and muscle;
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CT protocol setting of kVp, the means (or locations) of these
three peaks are a priori known. With mA increases from 220

to consider

the CT image characteri-

(c) a large dynamic range of the image intensity for bone
beyond the muscle, including the enhanced fluid, see Fig. 1,
soft tissue, due to partial

by

This step will

for image segmentation.

shows a typical

and (d) a flat range of intensity

supported

first

the CT numbers of the known attenuation

—
1)

was

task.

were

the voxels out-

of air (inside the colon), soft tissue (fat) and mus-

the fluid and stool from the colon surface in the CT images,
work

images

to eliminate

[3,4].

colonic polyps as small as 3mm in diameter [5,14], (It is
known that polyps of size greater than 5mm in diameter will
progress toward malignant carcinoma [9, 13]). However, this
technology requires that the colon is clean, free of fluid and
stool inside. In clinic, it is almost impossible to distinguish

This

change of image quality

was observed).

to 280, the peak width (or variance) varies slightly. The histogram was saved in the computer for later use in fitting the

system to navigate through the colon

from computed

of 1:1.5 pitch to 1:2.0 pitch and 220 mA to 280 mA

for several patients.

called 3D virtual

necessary to diagnose the disease at an earlier stage. We have
colonoscopy,

(We have used variable

abdomen CT images. The three peaks corresponding, to the
air, soft tissue and muscle are well characterized by a Gaus-

Ciittse

an innovative

protocols

cle, see Fig. 1. This figure

I. INTRODUCTION

been developing

colon

120 kVp and 220 mA settings.

Fig. 1 contains

all

the

should be used in fitting

between the classes of air and

volume
above

effect.

information

The histogram
and,

of

therefore,

the data. The use of histogram

saved

a significant computing time. This is very important, since
the segmentation should be in real time. Furthermore a routine CT scan generates up to 500 images of 5122 size which
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shcndd be handled by a currently

available

computer power of

mation criterion.

moderate memory.

Chosen Initial
III.

A typical

slice image of 5122 size and 5 mm thick

classes
3

is

shown on the left of Fig.2. A horizontal profile (on the right)
of one-pixel wide was drawn at the location as indicated on
the image. The enhanced fluid is noticeable.
By the threshold
boundary

pixel

+ m toward

of skin pixel

on the y-axis

value, we identified

by tracing

- ~ on the slice

a

Initial

image

of Fig.2.

Then

we

one (along

a radius relative to the image center) to find another boundary
pixel following
clockwise rotation.
The pixels outside the
boundary were stripped away. Figure 3 shows the found
boundary (on the left) and the slice image after the stripping
(on the right).
The above boundary

search was applied to all 46 slices

which covered the whole colon,
Contribute

as background

The voxels outside the body

and ignored

tO the tkSUe segmentation.

the extra computing

Parameters

since they do not

Thk

Step ehIIhteS

time for the voxels outside the body.

Weight

Variance

Mean
70.6
963.5
667.9

65.0
905.0
1060.0

0.097
0.770
0.132

65.0

0.094

68.2

552.2

350.0

0.051

233.9

10250.0

650.0

0.053

795.6

78090.0

905.0
1060.0
1600.0

0.438

907.8
1042.0
1037.0

433.7
1658.0

6

along the axis from

searched among the nearby pixels of the identified

were labeled

Means and Estimated

RESULTS

For comparison

0.313
0.051
purpose,

645.8
5892.0
186800.0

112400.0

we segmented

the CT image

by thresholds of the initial estimates on the six classes, Class
1 covers voxel values from O to 75; class 2 from 76 to 130;
class 3 from 131 to 830; class 4 from 831 to 980; class 5 from
981 to 1125; and class 6 has voxel value beyond 1125. These
six classes are shown

by Fig.4.

By the MAP

segmentation

All the voxels inside the body contour were considered
to generate the histogram of Fig. 1. From the histogram, initial estimates on the means were selected at the locations of
the peak centers, respectively.
The initial estimates on the
variance and mixture weights were obtained by the peak

model of the Appendix,
by Fig.5.

the segmented

width

segments two on the top and one in the bottom right of Fig.4

of FWHM

(full-width-at-half-maximum)

tive area of the peaks, respectively.
only three classes defined
ancl muscle).

and the rela-

We started by assuming

by the three peaks (air, soft tissue

The parameter

estimation

(9), (11) and (12) as shown
Afler the iterative algorithm
the modified MDL (minimum
criterion was calculated [7].

algorithm

in the Appendix

of eqns.(8),
was applied.

converged to a stable solution,
description length) information
Then we increased the number

(left)

and Fig.5

segment

(right).

summation.

colon, so the inclusion
Figure

The bone was also included
will

7 show the colon-cleansed

Each initial

variance

and mixture

means

the peaks.

weight were chosen as the

average of two nearby peaks, respectively.
The table below lists the chosen initial

estimate of the

means (i.e., the CT numbers of the attenuation coefficients of
the air, soft tissue and muscle) and the iterated results (the
mficture weights, the means and the variances of the Gaussian
functional) by the parameter-estimation
algorithm.
For the case of three classes, the three initial

means of

65, 905, 1060 were deviated away by those voxels of bone
ancl enhanced fluid, as well as the partial volume voxels. In

the

CT images using the seg-

mented colon lumen of Fig.6, respectively.

It is noted that the

boundary between the enhanced fluid and the air inside the
colon was completely eliminated with the MAP segmentation

lower

The initial

in the

not affect the colon visualization.

terion reached the minimum

spaced between

six classes are shown

Since the bone is far away from

(on the right). The boundary
hold segmentation techniques

(six classes).

a MRF prior

Figure 6 show the summation of the three segmented
classes of the air, the lower part of the partial volumes on the
histogram and the enhanced fluid, i.e., the summation of those

of classes by putting more new classes between the three
peaks and beyond the muscle peak, until the information
criof the new classes were equally

utilizing

(maximum

a posten”m-i probability)

left of the MAP

is a serious problem for thres(on the left). The fluid on the

results was not segmented

due to its

similar characteristics
as that of the muscle. Therefore, a
higher contrast solution is suggested. The MAP segmented
CT image has a clean colon lumen and retains original data
inside the body boundary
(voxels outside the body were
stripped

away).

It is now available

for the 3D virtual

colo-

noscopy.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A procedure
for segmentation
of contrast-enhanced
fluid inside the colon was described. A MAP approach was
compared to threshold segmentation and showed significant
improvement

on the removal

of the boundary

volume voxels and of the bone and enhanced fluid were satis-

tation of the fluidhir
boundary was utilized.
An efficient calculation of the tissue parameters was presented based on the

factorily

fitted

by the other

three

new classes

which

had large

variances.
The six-class estimation
gave the maximumlikclihood fit of the tissue parameters and best fit of the infor-

attenuation

coefficients

on the

of body tissues and the orien-

histogram of single parametric images.
should be applicable to the segmentation
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information

the

fluid and the air inside the colon.
known

A priori

between

the case of six classes, the three initial means on the peaks
were relatively
preserved.
The wide ranges of the partial

The MAP approach
of the residual stool.

where

V. APPENDIX
The likelihood
{ 1 S i <1,

for each pixel

1 S j S J), falling

Yij, on an image

into K classes is described

array

Wt) p~(Ym Icy))
Zk) = E[Zh

by

I Y,W(n),@(n)) =

(8)
g(Ym I W(”),@(’))

“

K

&?(yijI ‘,@) = .~ .‘k ~k(yij I e/f)

(1)

The M-step maximizes

Q(.) with respect to w~ and &,

/f=J

respectively.
where P~(YU I f3~) is the probability
f3~, and w~ is the mixture
borhood

[1,6].

There

distribution

of Yij, given

Due to the condition

maximizes

of ~~ w~ = 1, the M-step

Q(.) – L (~~ w~ – 1) with respect to w~,

weight which can depend on neighis ~~ w~ = 1. 0 = {8k}

is the class

parameters to be estimated. Assume all pixels are indepen dent each other, the likelihood
of observing Y = { Yti } given
the K classes is then expressed as

w~n+l)_L –
where parameter

(9)

H(m) = N (the number

k = ~~

inside the bodv. contour),

zf’jtJ H(nZ)

~ E.

of pixels

For Gaussian statistics

i= I.i=J

G(YIWj@)=

fi

g(Yijl Wj@).

(2)

izl,j=l

The
likelihood

pixels

“(Y”

tracing

on all

solution

of W and @ is time consuming

{ i,j}

for

not be necessary for a single parametric

the

image,

pixels may have nearly the same density value.
of histogram

maximumand may

since many

we in discrete form.

noticeable
computers,

So the M is determined

~P+D = E.ZE

time [2,11].

by the output).

then given by

~mZw
Vp+l)

the colon.

Mathematically

The energy function
r

(i,j)

“

A MRF prior is constructed to remove both isolated
voxels and the boundary between the fluid and the air inside
it is written

where et is a normalization

each pixel

ii(n)

[-

as

U(l)/pl

(13)

(3)

for all pixels now becomes

By the EM technique,

(Y~ - Vf+]))2
(12)

p(@=a-]exp

t6~) .

k=l

The likelihood

H(m)

=

Zmztj

K

g(ym I W,(3) = ~wkp~(ym

(11)

H(m)

and

error.
(By
the outputs

Let H(m) be the histogram of the image data { Yij }. The likelihood of each datum Y~ (not pixel) falling into K classes is

Ym

H(m)

Zm&)

Introducing
an index m =1,2, J4
for the pixel value
such that Y1 = Yti. and YM = Y-,
range Ymn 5 Y~ S Y=,
of continuwhere M is large enough so that the discretizing
ous variable
Y will not introduce
modern medical imagers with digital

(10)

exp [ – (Y. – ~~)2 /2v~]

where Pk is the mean of pixel vah.Ies in class k and vk is the
variance, the maxirnization results are

The inclusion

will greatly reduce the computing

- —
- &

‘9’)

constant and ~ = 1.0 was used [8].

is defined, in two dimensions,

as

is completely

specified by the true pixel value {Xti } and the indicator Z~(i,j)
which indicates that pixel (i,j) is belong to class k. In terms

where 5(0) = 1, ?i(#O) = O and { li } are the pixel labels.

of discrete histogram

index r runs over the 4 first-order

form, we have, for each datum X~,

f(xm I w,()) = fiwf

p:’’”(Ym leJ

(5)

k=l

and for all independent
F(xlw,

@)=

fi[f(xmlw,
m=l

The E-step of the EM technique

the 4 second-order

pixels.

In order to consider the a priori

(6)

e)]~(?

albout the

I Y, W(n),@(”)) = ~ ~

orientation

of

the

informatboundary

between the fluid and the air inside the colon, we introduced
the third index t which runs over the fourth-order neighbors.
A similar description can be made in three dimensions for
first-, second-, and fourth-order voxels.

can be expressed as
(7)

Xk[ .zR H(m) Inwk
[

+ ~)

These two orders aim to remove

(horizontal)

VI.
Q(lnF

The

and s runs over

the iscdated pixels.
ion

data,

neighbors

H(m) lnp~(Y~ 1Elk) ]
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The summation

of the three classes on the top and bot-

tom right of Fig.4 (left) and of Fig.5 (right).

to
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Fig.7:

six classes by the MAP

approach

,

with

ini~ial estimates selected from the histogram and considering
the orientation
of the fluidhir
boundary inside the colon.
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